
getting close enough to photograph some of  the few 
mountain gorillas alive on our planet today is a real 
challenge. Mountain gorillas don’t survive in cap-

tivity, so none can be found in zoos. The entire remaining 
population lives in the dense rainforests of  two neighbor-
ing national parks in central Africa, nearly seven thousand 
miles away from my home in New England. 
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To prepare for my trip, I spent a lot of  time researching mountain 

gorillas. I accumulated a two-foot stack of  books on my desk — more 

than I could ever read! I also talked at length with a gorilla expert at 

Harvard University and with Farley Mowat, the author who studied and 

edited the diaries of  legendary mountain-gorilla researcher Dian Fossey. 

All my “homework” helped me to develop a strong scientific knowledge 

of  the lives and habits of  mountain gorillas. For instance, I learned that 

the mountain gorilla is the largest of  all primates, the zoological order 

that includes chimpanzees, orangutans, and even humans. I also learned 

that mountain gorillas are gentle giants — their strong, muscular chests 

hide a tender nature. They eat a mostly vegetarian diet, with just a few 

ants, insects, or termites mixed in to add protein. Searching for food is 

their full-time job, and most days they are content to swing and climb 

through the forests, seeking fresh thickets of  plants and bushes. Once 

they find a fertile spot, they stop and munch on leaves and fruits and then 

take long naps or groom one another. This is the time of  day — when the 

gorillas sit together for breakfast — that I wanted to photograph them. 

Once my plane tickets to Uganda have been purchased, it takes me 

several days to pack all of  my gear. There are no camera repair shops in 

the African backcountry, so I need to check and recheck that everything 

is working. Cameras, lenses, film, and packs all get tested before I leave. 

Two Nikon cameras should be enough, but I always take a backup, so I 

pack three for this journey. 

Houses made from mud, sticks, 
and grass weave through the 
countryside of Buhoma, the village 
closest to the rainforests where  
I am headed. Throughout the day, 
wisps of white smoke stream 
through small holes in the roofs, 
rising up from the cooking fires 
burning within.
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After two days of  flying and a ten-hour wait to change planes in 

London, I arrive — wobbly and weary — in Kampala, Uganda’s capital  

city. Once there, I pick up my official gorilla tracking permits from  

the Uganda Wildlife Authority. 

There are four gorilla families in Uganda that can be visited  

by small groups of  no more than six people each day. Visitor per-

mits are sometimes reserved more than two years in advance. These 

permits are expensive: each one-hour session costs more than two 

hundred dollars — ten times more than a Ugandan National Parks  

permit for a full day with 

lions, hippos, or elephants. I 

pay eight hundred dollars in 

total for four permits, each 

to be used on a different day. 

Money from these permits 

helps the Uganda Wildlife 

Authority pay park rangers, 

buy vehicles, and provide 

medicine or research studies 

for other animals that need 

help. The mountain gorillas 

are indeed the superstars of  

all the endangered species 

The gorilla tracking permits I 
purchase from the Uganda Wildlife 
Authority cost a small fortune, so 
I’m glad to know that this money 
will go toward protecting many of 
Africa’s endangered species.
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in this region, and many other wildlife 

groups have the gorillas to thank for the 

resources that keep them safe. 

After a day of  rest, I hop into a beat-

up four-wheel-drive vehicle for the bone- 

jarring, teeth-rattling, eight-hour ride 

along the steep, winding mountain 

roads. We’re headed two hundred miles 

southwest from Kampala to Bwindi 

Impenetrable National Park. Although the local people call them roads, 

the hard-packed dirt tracks are more like giant curly fries speckled with 

big chunks of  salt. They weave up in spirals, dotted with piles of  rock 

and dirt that fall from the steep cliffs during the overnight rains. In spite 

of  the landscape’s sharp angles, the 

roads are surrounded by fields of  

bananas, beans, and tea, which hug 

the sides of  the hills. The women 

and children who plant and work 

these small gardens ignore the force 

of  gravity, their bare feet pressing 

into the rich soil so that they can 

harvest the food that they need for 

their survival. 

A boy stops on the side of a 
bumpy, winding road to repair his 
blown-out bicycle tire.

Balancing on a steep hillside garden, a woman 
pauses from tending to her yams and beans to 
smile for a photograph.
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Because there are few cars or trucks traveling here, the roads become 

wide sidewalks alive with people, who walk or push bikes along the 

steep curves. Everyone is carrying something, and often the load is  

larger than the carrier. Some have huge piles of  cut greens; others bring 

firewood or baskets of  vegetables to sell at the market. Many balance 

containers of  water like baseball caps on the top of  their heads. Children 

This boy carries fresh greens  
for cooking into a Ugandan 
vegetable stew called sukumawiki. 
His load could weigh as much as 
twenty pounds.
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have schoolbooks or garden tools with rough wooden handles piled up 

on the backs of  bicycles or homemade scooters. With few spare parts 

available, most of  the bikes are missing pedals or spokes and have rusty 

chains that clang and squeal as they 

turn. The scooters are carved out of  

dried wood and fastened together 

with pegs and string.

These boys use scooters they’ve made 
themselves to transport water and vegetables.

A line of women and children carry five-gallon 
jugs of water back from the community well.
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As I near Kisoro, the town closest to where the mountain gorillas 

live, one set of  jagged peaks replaces another around each winding  

corner, and the long rays of  sunlight fall into deep shadows. In this 

small corner of  Africa, Uganda, Rwanda, and the Democratic Republic 

of  the Congo meet in a chain of  rough mountains called the Virungas. 

The steep slopes all around me are part of  an active volcanic range  

that thrusts high up into the soft rain clouds. It is here that the last 

remaining mountain gorillas make their home, divided almost equally 

between two areas that are protected and monitored by National Park 

rangers. The two populations once lived together in a single large forest. 

Little by little, over hundreds of  

years, African farmers cleared 

land in the central valley of  the 

gorilla habitat, and the gorillas  

slowly divided into separate 

groups, one half  living along  

the Virunga volcanoes and the  

other half  in Bwindi Impene-

trable National Park. Although 

they now live only thirty miles 

apart, these two populations of  

gorillas will never meet or even 

know that each other exists. 

Potatoes for sale on the road to  
Kisoro. In the background are the 
Virunga Mountains, extending 
through three countries —– Uganda, 
Rwanda, and the Democratic 
Republic of the Congo.
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Both groups, however, are affected by common problems. 

During the thirty-five-year life span of  these gorillas, the 

three neighboring countries have all experienced violent 

civil wars. At different times over the past two decades, 

the gorillas have heard blasts of  gunfire on all sides of  their 

habitats. At other times poachers have made war on the 

helpless gorillas themselves. These battles, combined with 

the farming needs of  the ever-expanding human popula-

tion nearby, have shrunk the home range of  the mountain 

gorillas so that it can barely sustain them.

During my visit to Uganda, I am planning to see both 

the population in Bwindi and the one in the Virungas, in a 

national park called Mgahinga. To coordinate visitors, the 

Uganda Wildlife Authority has an office on the dusty main 

street of  Kisoro that is wedged between an open-air barbershop and a phar-

macy called the Human Drug Shop. I check in and meet thirty-two-year-

old Silver Mbonigaba (em-bo-nee-GAH-bah), who will be my guide on this 

expedition. Lean and muscular, with a broad smile, Silver grew up on the 

border of  Bwindi Impen-

etrable National Park and 

always dreamed of  work-

ing as a park ranger. As 

we sit and share a bottle  

The drugstore next to the Wildlife 
Authority office. Who else but 
humans might shop there? I wonder.

A sign outside a grocery store in 
Kisoro shows the pride local people 
feel toward the gorillas.


